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Spin-torque ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) arises in heavy metal/ferromagnet heterostruc-
tures when an alternating charge current is passed through the bilayer stack. The methodology
to detect the resonance is based on the anisotropic magnetoresistance, which is the change in the
electrical resistance due to different orientations of the magnetization. In connected networks of
ferromagnetic nanowires, known as artificial spin ice, the magnetoresistance is rather complex ow-
ing to the underlying collective behavior of the geometrically frustrated magnetic domain structure.
Here, we demonstrate ST-FMR investigations in a square artificial spin-ice system and correlate our
observations to magnetotransport measurements. The experimental findings are described using
a simulation approach that highlights the importance of the correlated dynamics response of the
magnetic system. Our results open the possibility of designing reconfigurable microwave oscillators
and magnetoresistive devices based on connected networks of nanomagnets.
State-of-the-art nano-patterning enables the fabrica-
tion of networks of connected ferromagnetic nanowires,
which serve as magnetic metamaterials. The class of
these structures known as artificial spin ice (ASI) is de-
signed to mimic the frustrated behavior of crystalline spin
ice. ASI systems show degenerate ground states, com-
plex magnetic ordering and collective behavior [1–3]. ASI
structures are not only model systems in which to study
geometrical frustration, but have also significant tech-
nological potential as reconfigurable metamaterials and
magnetic storage media [4, 5]. On the other hand, ASI
can be considered as a reconfigurable magnonic crystal,
which can serve as an integral part in magnonic circuits
to tailor spin-wave properties by design [6–8].
Magnetoresistance (MR) and magnetization dynam-
ics in nanostructures are two of the most important
topics in contemporary studies of magnetism [9]. In
this regard, various aspects of MR in nanostructures
and ASI structures in particular have been reported.
The first MR measurements in ASI systems indicated
that anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) [10], com-
bined with nanowire domain reversal events, were re-
sponsible for field-dependent MR [11–13]. Recently,
angular- and field dependent magnetoresistive measure-
ments and simulations of networks of connected Ni81Fe19
(Py) nanowires quantitatively revealed the importance
of the vertex regions to the AMR [14, 15]. Furthermore,
complex dynamics in the high-frequency range have been
observed in ASI. It was shown that the specific behav-
ior of individual modes in the spectra can be correlated
with the configuration of the magnetic moments in the
nanowire legs [16–25].
A big step forward towards the integration of such
high-frequency devices in (spin-) electronics is the uti-
lization of the spin-Hall effect in a heavy metal layer al-
lowing for the conversion of electric charge currents into
spin-polarized electron currents. In a bilayer of a ferro-
magnet and a heavy metal such as Pt or Pd, this spin
current diffuses from the heavy metal to the ferromagnet
where it exerts a torque on the magnetization leading to
magnetization precession. If the ferromagnet is metal-
lic, this precession results in a time-varying resistance
in the ferromagnet on account of the AMR. Spin-torque
ferromagnetic resonance (ST-FMR) combines these two
effects to electrically drive and detect spin dynamics [26].
The main advantage of ST-FMR over conventional FMR
is that it does not rely on an inductive detection tech-
nique which simplifies detecting resonant excitations in
ferromagnets. Furthermore, the spin torque can assist
the excitation of spin dynamics to induce unidirectional
effects in the dynamic motion of the magnetization [27].
ST-FMR was studied in a wide range of materials, com-
positions and structures, [26, 28–33]. However, despite
their interesting unconventional collective behavior and
magnetotransport properties, magnonic crystals and ASI
have not been explored by ST-FMR yet.
In this Letter, we study networks of permal-
loy/platinum (Ni80Fe20/Pt) nanowires arranged on a
square lattice by ST-FMR. Complementary to these dy-
namic characterizations in the rf -frequency range, we
carry out magnetotransport measurements and find dis-
tinct features in the longitudinal MR data, which cor-
respond closely to features observed in the ST-FMR
measurements. Correlating the experimental angular-
dependent transport data with a micromagnetic-based
transport model reveals that the sharp features in both
the MR and the ST-FMR can be explained through the
interaction of collective magnetization switching of the
spin-ice lattice and AMR. We find evidence that the dy-
namic ST-FMR measurements are more sensitive to the
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2FIG. 1. (Color online) Experimental setup consisting of a
shortened CPW made of Ti/Au with the square ASI made of
Py/Pt integrated into the signal arm (S), see inset. A bias-T
allows for simultaneous rf -signal transmission and voltage de-
tection by lock-in technique (ST-FMR). A multimeter is used
for the MR measurements (two-wire). The lattice constant is
given by a, the hole width by b and c = a−b is the bar width.
A magnified SEM image is shown in the supplementary ma-
terial, Fig. S1.
occurrence of the switching of the nanowire legs trig-
gered by external field changes than the magnetoresis-
tance measurements. Our results have direct implica-
tions for magnetoresistive and spin-torque devices asso-
ciated with complex magnetic nanostructures, where re-
configurable magnonic and/or spin-ice states can be pre-
pared by applying a specific charge current magnitude,
magnetic field value and/or microwave power and fre-
quency.
The samples were fabricated in the following fashion:
First, the square spin-ice structures of various dimensions
were defined by electron beam lithography. 15 nm-thick
permalloy and 5 nm-thick Pt layers were deposited using
magnetron sputtering at rates < 0.7 A˚/s without break-
ing the vacuum. The ASI lattices cover an area of approx-
imately 75× 10 µm2 in total, and the lateral dimensions
of each investigated lattice are summarized in Tab. I.In a
subsequent step, a shortened coplanar waveguide (CPW)
made of Ti/Au (3 nm/120 nm) was fabricated by electron
beam evaporation and photolithography. Figure 1 shows
a typical scanning electron microscopy image (SEM); the
inset shows a zoomed-in view of the ASI structure and
the dimensions of the lattice (magnified SEM image in
the supplementary materials [34], Fig. S1).
Figure 1 illustrates the experimental setup. It con-
sists of a shortened CPW with the square ASI structure
integrated into the signal arm. For the ST-FMR mea-
surements a bias-T is used to allow for a transmission of
a high-frequency signal from a rf source and simultane-
ous voltage detection by a lock-in amplifier (modulation
FIG. 2. (Color online) Frequency-dependent ST-FMR spec-
trum (microwave power: 6 dBm), here: lattice A. The blue-
shaded area highlights the anomaly observed in the ST-FMR
data. The inset shows the low field regime around the blue-
shaded area on a magnified scale. The resonance shifts to
higher magnetic fields as the frequency is increased (black
arrows). Figure S2 shows the corresponding frequency-field
dependence.
frequency 3 kHz). The geometry of our ST-FMR exper-
imental setup is limited to a fixed orientation (in-plane
magnetic field parallel to one of the main axes of the lat-
tice, θ ≈ 45◦, see Fig. 1). For the MR measurements, a
two-wire method was used by connecting the CPW to a
Keithley Nanovoltmeter (2182A). A current of 5 µA is
provided by a Keithley current source (6221) The trans-
port measurements were performed as a function of the
in-plane angle θ, see Fig. 1.
Figure 2 shows an example of a ST-FMR spectrum
taken on lattice A. The results are consistent between
the different lattices A, B, C. For the investigated ASI
samples, a typical FMR spectrum is more complex than
those observed from simpler micro- and nanostructures
[26, 28, 29, 35] and differ from high-frequency spectra
of ASI structures [17, 20]. We also note that passing a
rf signal through the nanostructure results in inhomo-
geneous phase variation in the magnetization dynamics;
this precludes a lineshape analysis and, thus, the deter-
mination of the spin-Hall angle. However, it is yet possi-
ble to clearly identify the various modes using spatially-
resolved dynamic micromagnetic simulations as will be
discussed below. As is apparent from Fig. 2, the reso-
nance shifts to higher magnetic fields as the frequency is
TABLE I. Studied spin-ice lattices. A,B,C: Py thickness:
15 nm, Pt thickness: 5 nm. Parameters illustrated in Fig. 1.
Lattice hole width b (nm) bar width c (nm)
A 620 252
B 751 257
C 497 254
3FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Experimental MR data for in-
plane angles θ = 35◦ and θ = 55◦, lattice A. Measurement
configuration as shown in Fig. 1 and sketched in the inset of
(b); I is the charge current. The negative field sweeps and
positive field sweeps (small arrows) are symmetric under field
reversal. The field range (positive sweep direction) labeled (I)
and (II) indicate fields before and after a collective change in
the magnetization (‘avalanche’) is triggered, respectively. (b)
Corresponding simulated MR (only positive sweep shown).
increased (black arrows). Independent of the lattice pa-
rameters, the highest-lying mode (indicated by black ar-
rows in Fig. 2) stiffens with increasing magnetic field, see
Fig. S2 in the supplementary material. Power-dependent
ST-FMR measurements reveal a linear dependence of the
resonance signal at all tested frequencies, Fig. S3 in the
supplementary material shows exemplarily the results for
f = 4 GHz.
Besides the expected resonances in the ST-FMR data,
a surprising feature is observed in the spectra: Indepen-
dent of the excitation power, we find an anomaly in the
voltage spectra of all lattices. This anomaly is character-
ized by a distinct change in the detected voltage, see blue
shaded area in Fig. 2 and Fig. S3(a) in the supplemen-
tary material. The inset in Fig. 2 shows the sharp feature
at low magnetic fields on a magnified scale. The nega-
tive field sweeps and positive field sweeps are symmetric
under field reversal (not shown here). Dependent on the
lattice parameter and excitation frequency, this jump in
the voltage is more or less pronounced. Furthermore, the
field at which the jump occurs, varies slightly for differ-
ent driving frequencies. Naturally, one might ask if our
observation is due to the complex collective behavior of
the studied magnetic nanostructure? We address this
question by exploring magnetotransport measurements
in the studied nanostructures and correlating them with
a micromagnetic-based transport model that gives us a
microscopic understanding of our results. In addition, we
carry out detailed micromagnetic simulations to under-
stand the spatially-resolved dynamics.
The measured MR at two different in-plane angles θ =
35◦ and θ = 55◦ is depicted in Fig. 3(a) (up and down
sweep indicated by arrows next to the traces). The traces
for the two measurement angles are significantly different.
The 35◦ curve starts off at a higher voltage than the
55◦ curve (at given magnetic field), has a maximum at
zero-field and drops significantly at a small magnetic field
FIG. 4. (Color online) Simulated magnetization configura-
tion (a,b) and y-component of the electric field (c,d), respec-
tively. Results of the micromagnetic simulations at θ = 35◦
before (a) and after (b) the collective switching occurs; de-
noted as (I) and (II) in Fig. 3(a). (c) and (d) show the elec-
tric field maps of the respective states. The sample is first
magnetized in the negative field direction and then swept in
the positive direction. The sharp features in the MR, Fig. 3,
is mainly determined by the vertex region: they realign from
horizontal to vertical direction when the avalanche is trig-
gered. This switching in the vertex region causes changes in
the AMR as is apparent from the change in the polarity of
the y-component of the electric field in (c) and (d). We note
that this effect is also seen in the x-component of the electric
field as shown in the supplementary material, Fig. S5.
at 200 Oe before it recovers and then slowly decreases
with increasing field. In contrast, the 55◦ trace slowly
increases while the field is swept up, saturates around
zero-field and then jumps up at 200 Oe before it decreases
again. The negative field and positive field sweeps (small
arrows) are symmetric under field reversal.
To better understand the underlying mechanisms in
the observed MR behavior of our nanostructures, we use
a combination of micromagnetic simulations and the phe-
nomenology of AMR, following Ref. [14]. The magnetiza-
tion profiles were obtained using Mumax3 [36]. In order
to simulate the experimentally acquired field-dependent
resistance traces the micromagnetic field maps [37] are
converted to electric field maps that take into account
first order changes in the electric field due to AMR [10].
The electric field associated with anisotropic magnetore-
sistance is given by:
E = ρ0J + ∆ρ(mˆ · J)mˆ, (1)
where J is the electric current vector, mˆ is the unit vector
of the magnetization, ρ0 is the isotropic resistivity, and
∆ρ is the anisotropic magnetoresistivity. The first order
electric field can be integrated along paths that mimic the
experimental configuration to then simulate the observed
MR [14]. We assume that half of the current I/2 flows
in either of the nanowire legs and the full current I flows
4in the vertex, see Fig. S4 (supplementary material). A
remarkably good agreement between experimentally ob-
served [Fig. 3(a)] and modeled MR [Fig. 3(b)] is found.
Although the model only requires the lattice parameters
as input, it captures the main experimental findings. Ad-
ditional MR measurements on square networks made of a
single layer permalloy confirm our findings and highlight
the generality of our model, see Fig. S6 in supplementary
material.
Snapshots of our simulations at characteristic field val-
ues at an in-plane angle of 35◦ are shown in Fig. 4
[denoted as (I) and (II) in Fig. 3(a)]. Figures 4(a,c)
show the magnetization and respective electric field maps
right before the sharp feature in the magentoresistance
is observed [H < 200 Oe, labeled as (I)]. Respectively,
Fig. 4(b) and (d) illustrate the maps right after the sharp
features in the MR have been observed [H ≈ 200 Oe, la-
beled as (II)]. The system is initially magnetized at a
negative field and then swept in positive field direction.
The micromagnetic simulations reveal that sharp features
in the MR data occur when a rapidly evolving collective
change in the magnetization (‘avalanche’) happens [(I)
and (II) in Fig. 3(a)]. The avalanches in our artificial
spin ice are triggered by the external magnetic field. The
distinct signature in the MR is mainly determined by
the vertex region: The moments in the vertex are ini-
tially aligned horizontally in the negative field direction
and reorient to the vertical direction after the avalanche
is triggered. This switching from a horizontal to a ver-
tical alignment causes a change in the AMR as is ob-
vious from the corresponding electric field maps shown
in Fig. 4(c) and (d) [14]. At the vertices, the polarity
of the y-component of the electric field switches states,
while the electric field in the remaining portion of the
network remains unchanged. We note that this effect is
also seen in the x-component of the electric field as shown
in supplementary material, Fig. S5. As the magnetic field
increases, the moments in the vertex region re-align hor-
izontally in the positive field direction and the MR goes
back to approximately the same value as before.
The simulation results indicate that the MR data for
an in-plane measurement angle of 35◦ differs strongly
from the results obtained at 55◦ since the magnetic mo-
ments in the vertex region are orthogonal to each other.
This is why the MR drops when the islands switch at 35◦,
and increases at 55◦: The electric current and the mag-
netization are perpendicular to each other at 35◦, and
they are parallel to each other in the 55◦ configuration
(see Fig. S7 in supplementary material).
Our results clearly reproduce the previous experimen-
tal MR results [14, 15] that the vertex regions in spin-
ice structures strongly influence experimentally measured
MR. Strikingly, the occurrence of the sharp features in
the transport correlates well with the appearance of cor-
responding signatures in the dynamic ST-FMR data at
the same magnetic fields. This leads to the question:
Do the observed features in the dynamic spectra stem
from an AMR mixing mechanism related to a dynamic
mode of the system that appears at/during the onset of
an avalanche or from the collective switching itself?
To address this question, we carried out dynamic mi-
cromagnetic simulations [38]. The results are summa-
rized in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a) shows a simulated M/H loop
(top panel) and the predicted resonance modes and their
comparison to the experimental observations. Exemplar-
ily the results for a driving frequency f = 6 GHz is shown
(bottom panel). The in-plane magnetic field angle in the
simulations was chosen so as to resemble the experimen-
tal configuration, but at the same time to break the lat-
tice symmetry (50◦). The y-scale of the simulated spectra
is the dynamic response of the mz-component (intensity
of precession ∝ m2z) to a constant sinusoidal driving fre-
quency of 6 GHz as a function of the magnetic field. A
low intensity means that there is no resonance at 6 GHz
at a given magnetic field. A strong intensity means a
large precession amplitude at 6 GHz at a given magnetic
field. A good agreement between simulation and experi-
ment is found. In particular, the field asymmetry in the
range between +100 Oe and +170 Oe found in the ex-
periment is also observed in the dynamic micromagnetic
simulations. This field range also agrees very well with
the reversal regime found in the magnetoresistance mea-
surements (Fig. 3). Meanwhile the resonances detected
at +600 Oe and +930 Oe in the experiment, are found
at +540 Oe and +770 Oe in the simulations. The dif-
ference between micromagnetics and experiment may be
attributed to details of imperfections in our simulations;
e.g., simulations occur at 0 K and do not account for any
lithographic imperfections. Furthermore, the simulation
only considers the response of a limited number of unit
cells with periodic boundaries due to computational limi-
tations, and assumes that the roughness is uniform across
the entire sample. The predicted mode at +1610 Oe was
not detected in the experiment; as we will discuss below,
this mode is an edge mode. Typically edge modes occur
in simulations, in which a perfect structure without any
imperfections is assumed. Clearly, this assumption is not
fulfilled in real spin-ice networks which may be the rea-
son why we do not observe this mode in the experiment.
Please note that the polarity of the simulated intensity
was manually mirrored for negative fields to better match
the experimental findings (which are detected based on
ST-FMR). The reason is that Mumax3 simulates the res-
onances, not ST-FMR directly which changes sign due to
the spin-Hall effect.
In the following, we discuss the two-dimensional maps
of the dynamic magnetization at the resonances indicated
in Fig. 5(a). These maps illustrate where in the spin-ice
lattice the intensity is the largest (small intensity: red,
large intensity: blue). We also show the corresponding
static magnetization configuration of the vertex regions
as insets. Figure 5(b) shows the low-field range at +100
5FIG. 5. (Color online) Results of dynamic micromagnetic simulations. (a) Top panel: Simulated magnetization in x-direction
as a function of the external field, which is applied at 50◦ in the simulations. The coercive field is about 190 Oe. Bottom
panel: Predicted resonance modes (black, straight line) and their comparison to experimental spectrum (blue, dashed line) at 6
GHz. A reasonable agreement between experiment and simulation is found. Please note that the mz-component of the dynamic
magnetization has been used to represent the magnetization precession. (b-e) Spatially-resolved maps of the dynamic response
at a given magnetic field. The color scale represents the dynamic mz-component of the precession at 6 GHz and illustrates
where the particular modes at a given magnetic field are located. The insets show the corresponding static magnetization
configuration for comparison. 2D maps of the precession are shown for the fields indicated in (a): (b) Reversal region, (c)
bulk mode, (d) higher order mode and (e) edge mode. The static magnetization configuration in the reversal regime, (b), only
changes slightly, while the dynamic maps show a big change when the field is swept.
Oe, +140 Oe and +170 Oe, as well as the total magnetiza-
tion dynamics in the field range, which is the sum of +100
Oe, +140 Oe and +170 Oe. The dynamics in this field
range is quite uniform. From a comparison of the static
and dynamic maps in the low field range we conclude that
the dynamic signal is much more sensitive to external
field changes, which implies that the dynamic measure-
ments are more sensitive to the occurrence of avalanches
than the magnetoresistance measurements since they rely
only on the static magnetization. The sharp features due
to avalanche formation could not be observed in simi-
lar spin-pumping experiments [20]. This might indicate
that an inhomogeneous phase of the microwave signal,
out-of-plane Oersted fields and/or spin torques are re-
quired to couple to this low-field mode. This mode is
most pronounced at 6 GHz in the experiment as well as
in the simulations. It is non-existent in the experiment
at higher frequencies and hardly observable in the corre-
sponding simulations. At lower frequencies this low-field
mode is narrower in field range and less intense than at 6
GHz. This experimental observation is confirmed in the
simulations; not shown here.
Figure 5(c-e) show the simulated two-dimensional
maps of the dynamic response at +540 Oe, +770 Oe
and +1610 Oe. The mode at +540 Oe is identified as
a bulk-like mode, Fig. 5(c), while the resonance at +770
Oe corresponds to a higher order mode, Fig. 5(d), and
the resonance at +1610 Oe is an edge mode, Fig. 5(e).
We emphasize that the ST-FMR rectification is given
by a time-averaged mixing of the microwave current with
the resistance, V = 〈RI〉. Therefore, it is likely that
two components contribute to the ST-FMR signal: (1)
a static (heterodyne) magnetoresistance change and (2)
a dynamic (homodyne) anisotropic resistance due to the
formation of a change of the magnetization configuration,
occurring due to the switching, that is susceptible to the
microwave/spin-torque drive.
In summary, we demonstrated that the collective mag-
netization behavior in an ASI strongly affects the dy-
namic ST-FMR spectra, as well as the magnetoresistive
behavior in those structures. We provide a microscopic
picture of this unexpected response by means of micro-
magnetic simulations. The sharp features observed in
the experimental data occur due to a sudden change in
the magnetization configuration when the field is swept.
We show that the angular-dependent alignment of the
6vertex region strongly affects the resistance and even
more importantly the resonance condition leading to a
significantly different ST-FMR response. Our findings
clearly demonstrate the possibility to read out collec-
tive switching processes in ASI by transport, as well as
high-frequency dynamics. The observation of a spatially-
confined magnonic modes in ASI is a first step towards
the realization of microwave oscillators in connected net-
works of ferromagnetic nanowires. Given the geometric
freedom enabled by modern lithography techniques, our
results open the possibility of designing innovative recon-
figurable microwave oscillators and magnetoresistive de-
vices based on connected ferromagnetic networks which
might also provide desirable functionalities, e.g., for neu-
romorphic computing [39].
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